WHAT THE EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS COMMUNITY MUST KNOW ABOUT THE NEW TAX LAW
By Eve Rose Borenstein*
March 22, 2018
On the three month anniversary of the enactment of the new tax law (originally titled “Tax Cut and Jobs
Act,” but enacted as “[21 words that reflect absence of simplification]”), I must note with alarm that the
exempt organizations sector has yet to speak up and address the HUGE impact and resource‐drain this
law imposes upon the sector.
While the IRS’ Statistics of Information (SOI) numbers reflect that 501(c)‐exempt organizations overall
filed 34,229 Forms 990‐T in 2013,1 that number (and the amount of tax due thereupon) is about to
explode given two of the four major changes the law imposes on tax‐exempt organizations:
(1) the requirement to report UBIT on an activity‐by‐activity basis, with loss in any one activity
not available to apply against other activities’ gains (i.e., mandating reporting by “silo” of UBIT
activity under new Code section 512(a)(6)); and
(2) the application of what is potentially one of the worst “tax laws” ever enacted – the “if you
provide mass transit OR parking as a “Code section 274 nontaxable benefit to your employees,”
you must treat the expenses you paid or incurred toward such benefits as taxable to you via
reporting them (as taxable income) on a Form 990‐T, a need that applies to costs incurred NOW
in 2018 regardless of the filer’s actual tax year (this via enactment of new Code section
512(a)(7)).
Not only will these provisions increase the number of Form 990‐T filings [per (2), aboe], but they will
most assuredly result in higher bottom‐line UBTI being calculated upon organization’s existing unrelated
activities, i.e., those which are “profitable” (which in most cases reflects the organization’s application of
excess capacity, arguably a result that is akin to “investment,” but is still subjected to the UBIT scheme
in its attempt to “level the playing field” with taxable entities). Of course, having exempt organizations
pay increased amounts of UBIT‐tax is the goal of (1), above (given legislators’ needs to score some tax
revenues in a bill that overall provides tax decreases).
Unfortunately, it has YET TO BE sufficiently appreciated by the overall sector that the bill imposes an
effective tax rate increase of 40% for all filers with bottom‐line UBTI of <$50,000 (prior to the new law,
that bracket was taxed at a 15% rate and now of course will be subject to a 21% rate). For filers of the
990‐T who had UBTI within the prior law’s next bracket (that reaching UBTI of $50,000 ‐ <$74,999), their
total blended tax rate will be increased no less than 3.3% (at the top of the bracket) and upwards to
39.99% (at the bottom of the bracket).
This news is depressing on multiple fronts as spokespeople for the sector and individual sub‐sectors
within have yet to appreciate the gravity of harm here:
(a) additional costs to calculate and remit quarterly estimates;
(b) additional costs for Form 990 preparation (particularly true for those who had no Form 990‐T
filing requirement until enactment of new 512(a)(7) ([2], above); and
(c) additional sticker shock (including potential penalties for failure to remit sufficient estimated
tax) at some point after filer’s upcoming tax year’s close.

* Eve Borenstein is the sole partner of BAM Law Office LLC (a national tax and compliance law
practice serving the non‐profit sector), and also operates a teaching and speaking consultancy
on exempt organization mandates. She may be reached by email at eve@BAMlawoffice.com or
eve@taxemptlaw.org, or by phone at 612.822.2677.
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All of the harms noted above will be incurred regardless of whether an individual filer’s amount of
overall tax increase appears relatively low. For example, IRS SOI statistics for 2013 reflect an “average”
amount of tax assessed of the 9,144 reported filers whose 990‐T taxable income fell between $1 and
$9,999 at $3,606).3 Surely a 40% increase on a similar amount of taxable income (although same is
about to increase, as described above in noting the impact of the change set out in [1]) under the new
law will not be considered “insignificant” to the affected exempt organizations!
I offer this information in favor of the thousands of small and medium size organizations (social service
agencies under 501(c)(3), veterans organizations under 501(c)(4) and 501(c)(19), social clubs under
501(c)(7), other 501(c)(3) public charities and private foundations, and social welfare organizations and
fraternal organizations, etc.) who likely are not yet aware of the impacts I note here. Certainly their
voices are deserving of representation and I hope this information gives ammunition to those who may
be in a better position than I to speak for them.
____
1

See IRS Statistics of Information (“SOI”) FY 2013 Table 1, reprinted below on slide 41 (annotations have
been added by the author, including subtraction of all non‐501(c) 990 filers resulting in number text
notes). The SOI table may be accessed via https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi‐tax‐stats‐exempt‐
organizations‐unrelated‐business‐income‐ubi‐tax‐statistics (download of 2013’s Table 1 is available
under header “Classified by: Internal Revenue Code Section”). Notes concerning my annotation of this
and the table noted in f.n. 2 appear after the reprints of my two slides.
2

See SOI FY 2013 Table 3, reprinted below on slide 42 (annotations here too have been added by the
author, including the highlighting in the header of number of filers reporting UBTI in positive amounts
but less than $10,000 as well as those in table’s next bracket with UBTI of $10,000 ‐ $99,999, and
calculating “average” amount of tax thereupon). The table can be accessed via link noted in f.n. 1
(download of 2013’s Table 3 is available under header “Classified by: Size of Unrelated Business Taxable
Income or Deficit”). Notes concerning my annotation of this and the prior Table appear after the
reprints of my two slides.
3

Id.

____
[Remaining three pages are the annotated SOI FY 2013 Tables cited above (i.e., slides 41 and 42) and
explanation of the annotations.]
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Guide to annotations within the tables appearing on the preceding two slides:
1. Table 1 (slide 41) Total of 46,380 990‐Ts filed in 2013, including those filed who are qualified
pension/p‐s 401(a)s or IRAs under 408. Not including the non‐501s, there are 34,229 filers who
are 501(c) or 115. I highlighted the largest 501(c)‐subcategories – you will see (1st column) that
16,416 are 501(c)(3)s. The circled last two columns show number of returns within each
subcategory that had tax due, with the aggregated tax paid.
2. Table 3 (slide 42) breaks out the number of returns (which include the 401(a)s & IRAs) by SIZE
OF UBTI on the return.
The circled columns are those showing number of returns filed with UBTI between $1k and
$9,999 (9,463) and those with UBTI of $10k to $99,999 (5,602), and last column shows the
aggregated tax paid by these filers.
3. For both those sub‐categories of filers, I calculated the average tax amongst each subcategory
(box at top of slide 18):
 $3,606 is the tax born by the 9,463 filers with UBTI of $1k‐‐$9,999. That tax was based
on the pre‐TCJA 15% rate, so in 2018 those filers would all face a 40% increase given
the 21% rate now imposed: costing each individually on average $1,442 (raising just
under $14m for US Treasury)
 $34,579 is the tax born by the 5,602 filers with UBTI of $10k‐‐$99,999. While we don’t
have the numbers within this sub‐category who had UBTI between $75k‐‐$99,999, all
those in that pool whose UBTI was <$75k would have their blended pre‐TCJA rate of
18.333% jump by almost 16% to the 21% rate now imposed
4. The remaining sub‐categories of those paying tax ‐‐ filers whose UBTI was $100k or higher ‐‐
numbers ~1,900, and while the amount of aggregate tax they paid (just over $520,000,000) is
impressive, it’s only these folks who get rate reduction under TCJA!
(filers with UBTI of $100k have pre‐TCJA blended rate of 22.25% ‐‐ as the UBTI amount
increases, the blended rates climb dramatically, soaring to 34% ultimately)
 We don’t know how many of those ~1,900 filers come from the qualified pension/p‐s
401(a)s or IRAs under 408 filers [hereafter, the “non‐501(c)s”], but we do know from the
prior slide (Table 1, slide 17) that the non‐501(c)s are responsible for over $92m in UBIT
paid in total
5. Regardless of not being able to pin down the numbers of 501(c)s who are experiencing tax
REDUCTION, we know it must be less than the ~1,900 of total taxpayers who would garner same
using the results from slide 18
Speculating here ‐‐ if $80m of the $92m paid by those who are non‐501(c)s came from
those whose UBTI was $100k or more, that would mean they paid ~16% of the tax in
those rows
6. We do know that tax INCREASE (or no real change given we don’t know the number of taxpayers
whose UBTI is in the 90k‐100k range where the effective rate under pre‐TCJA is close to 21%) is
in place for 16,065 filers (total of 501(c)s and non‐501(c)s who are the subject of #3 preceding).
7. Ergo, in round numbers, the exempt sector is likely finding that the UBIT rate change correlates
to tax reduction not being in place for 90% of those affected (based on these 2013 year
results)! And, I have to expect (indeed, conclude) that the tax INCREASE pool is largely occupied
by smaller and medium size organizations.
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